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test facility. Direct measurement of local solid mass flux in two

dimensions at various locations inside the bed was made possible

by a new instrument developed in this study. This instrument can

be installed as a part of the bed internal tube array and hence

does not interfere with the solid flow field being measured. The

instrument makes use of the magnetic property of solid and requires

a bed media consisting entirely of magnetic solid particles. Iron

particles with a mean particle diameter of 0.032 in (0.8 mm) and a

density of 387 lb/ft
3

(6200 kg/m
3

) were used.

Experiments were conducted at room temperature and atmospheric

pressure with air as the fluidizing gas. Two gas velocities above

the minimum fluidization velocity were used. The net local solid

movement and the gross solid circulation pattern inside the bed

were deduced from the vertical and one horizontal component of the



local solid mass fluxes measured at various locations inside the bed.

Two specific solid flow regions were found to exist. The net

solids movement in the middle bubbling region of the bed was in the

upward direction while adjacent to the bed walls the net solid

movement was downward. The net lateral solid movement was not

significant in the bubbling region of the bed. However, at the

bottom of the bed this movement can be significantly enhanced by

means of an uneven gas velocity distribution inside the bed.

A theoretical model for the gross solid circulation observed

in a freely bubbling fluidized bed is proposed. The theory is

based on material and momentum balances of the net solid circulating

flow inside the bed with the assumption that the solid particulate

phase behaves as an incompressible fluid of low viscosity. The

model predictions for the vertical solid mass flux in the bubbling

region of the bed show a reasonable agreement with the experimental

results.
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MEASURING AND MODELING SOLIDS MOVEMENT IN A LARGE,

COLD FLUIDIZED BED TEST FACILITY

1. INTRODUCTION

Fluidized bed systems are noted for a number of highly useful pro-

perties, the more important being concerned with their excellent heat

transfer characteristics and temperature control, continuity of opera-

tion, and the efficient handling of large quantities of fluid and solids

in an excellent fluid-solid contact pattern. As a result, fluidized

beds found numerous applications in the chemical, petrochemical, and

other industries, and have received considerable attention in the chemi-

cal engineering research and literature. Most of these applications

involved fine-particle systems (usually less than .5 mm in diameter).

Fine-particle beds have been studied by many investigators and a large

body of data on gas flow, heat transfer, solid mixing and other aspects

of these systems is available in the literature.

Fluidized beds of large particles have only recently become a topic

of investigation, primarily as a result of the increased interest in

fluidized bed coal combustion. Fluidized bed combustors typically use

large limestone particles (greater than .5 mm in diameter) to scavenge

the sulfur dioxide produced by burning coal containing sulfur. Large-

particle fluidization is also finding use in incineration of solid

waste, hydrocarbon processing, separation of nuclear waste products and

solvent extraction and drying.

Unfortunately, the performance of large-particle fluidized beds as

chemical reactors cannot be predicted or described from existing data
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and models of fine-particle beds. Major differences in the hydrodynamic

behavior of the two fluidized bed systems come from the different nature

of gas flow through and around ascending bubbles and from the different

mechanism of solid mixing in the two bed systems.

The objective of this study is to provide fundamental data in

the area of solid mixing and a better understanding of the character-

istics of solid movement in a large-particle fluidized bed. Of particu-

lar interest is a fluidized bed combustor and the solid movement in the

vicinity of fuel injection ports.

A fundamental understanding of this solid flow process is crucial

to the design and operation of a fluidized bed combustor. For example,

studies on coal devolatilization conducted at the University of

Pennsylvania (1) showed that small particles (50-100 pm) which are usual-

ly present in a coal feed devolatilized at 800°C in less than a second,

and larger particles (1000-1200 pm) were completely devolatilized in but

a few seconds. Therefore, if coal fed into a fluidized bed combustor

does not mix well in the horizontal plane during this time, a high con-

centration plume of volatiles will form in the bed precluding sulfur

dioxide removal and limiting combustion efficiency. A plume model for

coal combustion that treats this case has been developed by Park, et al.

(2).

Two major problems, scale-up and instrumentation, have plagued

investigators of solids flow in fluidized beds. Scale-up to large beds

from experimental data obtained from small beds is still open to ques-

tion. Van Deemter (3) has shown that vertical mixing in a fluidized

bed is directly related to bed diameter. This is most probably due to

differences in flow regimes, bubble sizes, bubble coalescence patterns
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and gross circulation patterns as the bed diameter is changed. These

hydrodynamic properties should also influence lateral mixing in the

bed. Numerous investigators have shown that the ratio of bubble to

bed dimensions influences the resulting behavior of the bed. Martin-

Gautier and Pyle (4) showed that particle motion differs at small and

large bubble Reynolds numbers, i.e., small and large bubbles. However,

there has been very little experimental work done to determine the hydro-

dynamic behavior of a large utility-sized fluidized bed from the behav-

ior of a cold smaller scaled bed. A recently published article by

Fitzgerald and Crane (5) represents the first example of studies in this

area. In their study they used four dimensionless groups
1

, first des-

cribed by Scharff, et al. (6), as scale-up criteria and compared the

behavior of large cork particles in a large cold bed fluidized by air

with the behavior of small sand particles in a small scaled bed fluid-

ized by Freon gas. They also compared the behavior of tungsten particles

1
The four dimensionless groups are:

s
/P

g

d
p
/L

the ratio of solid density to gas density

the ratio of particle size to a characteristic bed
dimension

U
2
/L G the ratio of superficial gas velocity squared to the pro-

duct of the acceleration of gravity times a characteris-
tic bed dimension

dp U p 1

g
/1

g
the particle Reynolds number: the ratio of the super-
ficial gas velocity times particle size to the kinematic
viscosity of the gas.

If one sets all of the above dimensionless numbers to be identical
when comparing two beds, then both beds should have similar fluidization
hydrodynamics.
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in a small slugging bed fluidized by water with the behavior of large

Styrofoam particles in a large-scaled slugging bed fluidized by air.

Motion pictures taken of the cork-air bed vs. the sand-Freon bed and

the tungsten-water vs. the Styrofoam-air bed showed similarities in

bubble growth and solids flow patterns. They have also measured the

pressure fluctuations across the beds and have compared the power spec-

tral density of the pressure fluctuations. The results were quite

similar to those predicted by the scale-up procedure.

The above results, although preliminary in nature, prompted the

adoption of the same scale-up theory for this study. In trying to

avoid a random design choice of a smaller scale cold fluidized bed in

which to conduct the experiments of this study, and to help provide

data that can be useful for future studies, the Babcock and Wilcox (38)

6 ft x 6 ft (183 cm x 183 cm) atmospheric fluidized bed combustor was

chosen as a reference large-size hot bed. A scaled 18 in. x 18 in.

(46 cm x 46 cm) cold bed was then used in all the experiments of this

investigation.

Along with the scale-up question is the equally difficult problem

of instrumentation to determine particle flow and mixing behavior within

a fluidized bed. A variety of techniques have been used in the past.

Most straightforward are the photographic techniques using a transpar-

ent wall in a two dimensional bed, e.g. Merry and Davidson (7), and

Mori and Nakamura (8). However, results in two dimensional beds are not

readily related to three dimensional beds, and the influence of bed size

on solid flow cannot be properly studied in a two dimensional bed.

One experimental technique for studying mixing is to follow the

motion of individually tagged particles. Kondukov et al. (9) studied
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the movement of individual radioactively tagged particles using a three

dimensional array of detectors. Leva (101, and more recently Chen (11)

have used similar techniques. Merry and Davidson (7) used a small radio

transmitter located in a much larger particle (called a "radio pill")

in an attempt to follow overall particle phase motion.

Groups of tagged particles also have been used. Merrick and Highley

(12) released a group of radioactive particles in the bed and measured

the concentration of samples trapped at several bed locations at var-

ious times. Other investigators (13,14,15,16) introduced radioactive

particles at one point in the bed and monitored their movements by rad-

iation detectors at several points inside or outside the bed. Color

tagged particles have been used also, e.g., Cranfield (17) preposition-

ed colored particles in the bed at some initial time. After a given

period of fluidization the bed was suddenly defluidized and the new

location of the colored particles was determined by excavating the bed.

Magnetic tracer particles that can be separated from the rest of the

bed material by a magnetic separating device have been used also.

Fitzgerald, et al. (18) used such a technique along with 64 inductor

probes to map the spread of tracer particles through a fluidized bed.

Thermal tagging has been implemented by some researchers. A two-

thermistor probe was described by Marsheck and Gomezplata (19) for meas-

uring solids movement. The solids were heated by one thermistor and

the temperature of the solids was sensed by a second thermistor a short

distance from the first. From this measurement, the velocity component

in the direction of the thermistors could be deduced.

A number of other different measurement techniques and instrumenta-

tions have been developed to provide direct information on local particle
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velocities. Rezenbaum (20) described an instrument which makes use of

a ball on a string. As the ball moves through the bed (presumably with

the solids) the displacement of the string is measured and recorded.

Another instrument, as described by Heertjes (21), et al., uses a

needle at the end of a probe such that the measured stress on the needle

is correlated with the velocity vector of the solids moving past the

probe. Oki, et al. (22), and more recently Ishide, et al. (23), used a

fiber-optics probe with correlation techniques to determine the veloc-

ity of particles moving along the face of the probe.

It can be seen from the above review that various techniques have

been employed to study solids movement in fluidized beds. However, some

of the above methods involve the insertion of rather large objects that

are not part of the bed internals into the bed, which may distort the

flow field being measured. In situ detection of radioactive tracers

besides being hazardous, gives relatively "noisy" data because the in-

tensity of radiation detected by a probe varies with the density of the

bed media between the probe and the radioactive source. Thus, the

occurrence of a bubble near a probe would increase the amount of rad-

iation sensed by the detector and make the tracer appear to have moved

closer to it. The single tagged particles technique can only give in-

formation about the motion of these particles and conditions at a single

point in the bed and a massive amount of data must be taken to adequately

characterize the temporal and spatial conditions in the bed. The meth-

ods using groups of tagged particles give indications of the spatial

variations throughout the beds. However, they are restricted to rela-

tively short duration transient experiments. Thus, it is uncertain how

the results reflect the temporal behavior of a bed which is influenced
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by the non-regular behavior of bubble arrays. In addition, these

experimental methods require laborious and time consuming procedures

between successive test runs.

A new instrumentation has been developed in this study that over-

comes the limitation of previous experiments with groups of tagged

particles and allows continuous or transient tests to be carried out.

The new method makes use of the magnetic property of solids. However,

unlike the magnetic tracer method implemented by Fitzgerald, et al.

(18), which uses only about one percent magnetic solids in a bed of

magnetically inert material, the new method uses a bed consisting en-

tirely of magnetizable material. The use of such a bed was feasible

for this study since magnetic solid particles that met our bed material

density and size requirement were readily available and inexpensive.

With this new method, local solids mass flux at various locations

inside the bed can be measured directly instead of being inferred from

solids tracer concentration measurements. In addition, unlike the tracer

measurements, the new method does not require that magnetic material be

removed or sequestered at the end of each test run. Furthermore, the

new instrumentation is installed as a part of the bed internal dummy

heat-transfer tube bundle, and hence does not interfere with the solids

flow field being measured.

A detailed description of the basic principle and development

of the magnetic solid-particles mass-flow meter is given in the next

chapter.
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MAGNETIC SOLID PARTICLES

MASS FLOW METER

A. INTRODUCTION

The basic principle involved in the magnetic-solid flow meter is

well known: a magnet moving past a coil sets up an emf in the coil

which is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field and the vel-

ocity of the magnet relative to the coil. The emf is in fact propor-

tional to the rate at which magnetic lines of force are cut by the

detector coil,

dB dx
Emf N -s-c -R- volts, (1)

where N is the number of turns in the coil, dB/dx is the spatial varia-

tion of magnetization along the magnet, and dx/dt is the magnet velocity.

A permanent bar magnet with dimensions comparable to the coil dia-

meter causes a large induced emf when either end of the bar is moved

through the coil. The sensitivity is minimal when the magnet is center-

ed in the coil, since in this case the rate at which lines of force are

cut approaches zero, or dB/dx in Eq. (1) approaches zero. This is

illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Consider now the application of this principle to the detection of

the motion of solid magnetic particles. At this point it is reasonable

to ask whether the motion of the bed of uniformly magnetized. particles

would cause an emf to be induced in a pickup coil. Some of the magnetic

particles will have random orientation. Their fields will tend to cancel
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Figure 2.1., When the magnet is centered in the coil the emf in the coil
produced by magnetic motion is minimal, since the rate of
cutting of magnetic lines of force by the coil is minimal.
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and hence they can be ignored. The remainder of the particles however

will be at least partially aligned with their north poles, for instance,

all tending to point in the same direction. Close to every north pole

there will be the south pole of a nearby particle and the lines of force

between north and south poles will be mostly confined to the immediate

neighborhood of the magnetic solids. A few lines will reach out to the

pick up coil. If the particles are aligned in the direction of flow as

shown in Figure 2.2A, then the lines of force near the coil will tend

to be parallel to the direction of motion, and no lines of force will be

cut as the solids move; hence, no emf will be induced in the detector

coil. If the particles, however, are not aligned in the direction of

motion, as shown in Figure 2.2B, then the lines of force which extend

out to the pickup coil will be cut by the coil as the solids move past

it. However, no net emf will be produced in the coil. One section of

the coil is close to the net south pole of the solids; the other is

closer to the net north pole of the solids. Each section of the coil

will therefore produce an opposite emf, so the resultant emf in the coil

is zero. This statement can be made more precisely in terms of line in-

tegrals of the magnetic field, but the effect is the same: no voltage

is induced in a detecting coil by uniformly magnetized solids.

In order to make use of the moving magnet principle to measure

solid mass flow, one needs a way to create a magnetic domain which is

nonuniform. A nonuniform magnetic domain can be created locally by using

a second magnetizing coil (a current carrying coil). When this magnetiz-

er coil is turned off, the solid particles in the vicinity of the coil

will remain partially magnetized (residual magnetism); and at least for

a short time, they will maintain the orientation which they had while
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they were being magnetized. Movement of this array of magnetized par-

ticles will now induce an emf in the detector coil which can be used to

determine the mass flow rate of the solids. Figure 2.3 shows an effi-

cient arrangement of coils to accomplish particle magnetization and

detection of motion. A magnetic field can be generated around coils A

and C, which are wound in opposite directions, to produce a concentration

of magnetic lines of force in the mid plane between the coils where

detector coil B is placed. When the current in coils A and C is shut

off, the moving magnetic solids in the vicinity will produce an emf in

coil B which is proportional to the magnetic field strength of the now

magnetized particles and the particles velocity normal to the plane of

the detector coil, i.e., the emf is proportional to the solid mass flux.

B. PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND TESTS ON THE MAGNETIC

SOLID PARTICLES FLOW METER

Before the magnetic-particle mass flow meter could be built and

tested, it was necessary to consider more facts pertinent to the design

and application of the flow meter.

As the particles move an appreciable distance from the position

where they are magnetized, their orientation will change randomly so

that the emf generated in the detector coil will no longer be a good

indication of the solid mass flux through the detecting coil. Hence, the

mass flow measurement can be made only during a short time interval just

after the magnetization current in the magnetizing coil is cut off.

In order to obtain a subsequent reading, it is necessary to magnetize

another set of solids. If many mass flow measurements are made in a
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wound in opposite directions so that the lines of force are
concentrated in the vicinity of the detector coil.
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recirculating solids system such as a fluidized bed, then there will be

a buildup of magnetized material in the system unless the solids are

demagnetized. Some demagnetization will occur spontaneously, but it

would be prudent to eliminate the residual magnetism in the particles

as quickly as possible. This can be done rather easily by using an

alternating current of decaying amplitude in the magnetizing coils to

demagnetize the particles before they have a chance to move away from

the coil. The sequence will then be: 1) unmagnetized moving solids are

quickly magnetized by the magnetizing coils, 2) the magnetizing current

is shut off and the solids mass flow is detected by the induced emf in

the detector coil, 3) a decaying, alternating current in the magnetiz-

ing coils is then employed to demagnetize the solids. The overall cycle

time from the beginning of magnetization to the end of the demagnetiza-

tion should be short enough so that the particles will not have moved

out of the range of influence of the coils.

There were two possible sources of error anticipated in applying

magnetic particle flow measurement to fluidized bed systems. The first

involved possible modification of the particle's velocity by magnetic

forces, since the change in velocity of the solids is proportional to

the time integral of the forces acting on them. Experiments with the

magnetic flow meter, however, have shown that the magnetic forces act-

ing on the particles are negligible compared to the mechanical forces,

and hence the magnetization will have but a negligible effect on solids

movement; besides, any magnetic force effect on the solids movement can

be minimized by making the time duration during which the solids are

subjected to magnetic forces as short as possible. The second possible

source of error involved the magnetic inhomogeneity that would be caused
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by bubbles in the fluidized bed. This effect was investigated both

theoretically and experimentally and steps were taken to minimize such

an effect.

Initial Tests

The magnetic particle mass flow measuring device described above

was first tested using the set-up shown in Figure 2.4. Particles were

magnetized by a pair of record/erase coils arranged coaxially with

opposite polarities so that the magnetic lines of force would be most

dense at a plane midway between the two coils. Each coil was 2 inches

in diameter and 1/2 inch thick. The spacing between the coils was 2

inches center to center. Each coil consisted of 40 turns of number 18

insulated copper wire giving an impedance at 2,000 hertz of approxi-

mately 5 ohms. The pick up or "READ" coil was 3 inches in diameter and

was situated midway between the two record/erase (WRITE) coils. It

consisted of 2,000 turns of number 36 insulated wire. A cardboard tube

1.5 inches in diameter was filled with 16-mesh iron particles and was

pulled through the coils with a sinusoidally varying velocity by a

mechanical drive system.

The electronic instrumentation used in conjunction with these two

sets of coils is shown in block diagram form in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.6

shows the time sequence of record, read and erase pulses. The record

signal was a simple pulse of one polarity. The duration of the pulse

was approximately 0.5 milli-seconds. The erase signal was a 2 kHz square

wave with a exponentially decaying envelope of about 20 milliseconds

length. Figure 2.7 shows a typical output trace. The sinusoidally

varying velocity is clearly represented in the output, indicating good
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Record -

Delay

Window

Erase _ _ _

Input A

Multiplier

Notes: 1. The sequence, Record Delay Window Erase

Record , is controlled by the

trailing edge of the preceeding function,

indicated by (1) on the block diagram.

2. Individual pulse widths are adjustable independently;

the cycle time is the total time of all

functions.

3. Amplitudes of RECORD and ERASE signals are adjustable

independently, as well as together by the

attenuator of the POWER AMPLIFIER.

Figure 2.6. Timing diagram of control circuit used in the initial tests

on the magnetic solid flow meter.
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linearity. Results for various velocities are tabulated below and

shown in graphical form in Figure 2.8.

Distance
Traveled by
Iron Mass
(Inches)

Frequency of
Oscillation

(Hz)

Record
Amplifier

Power
(watts)

Output
Signal

Amplitude
(volts)

14 0.5 50 0.8

14 0.5 100 1.2

14 0.5 150 1.6

14 0.5 200 2.3

14 0.73 50 1.4

14 0.73 100 1.75

14 0.73 150 2.3

14 0.73 200 3.0

14 0.88 50 1.6

14 0.88 100 2.1

14 0.88 150 2.6

14 0.88 200 3.6

Table 2.1. Output Signal from magnetic-solid mass flow detector for
3 frequencies and 4 amplifier power levels.

It can be seen that the output signals are proportional to the os-

cillating velocities, i.e., frequency (as they should be). The output

level increases with amplifier power which indicates that saturation has

not been achieved at the power levels used in this test. Saturation of

material in the vicinity of the pick-up coil is necessary if one is to

obtain a valid measure of the mass flux.
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Figure 2.8. Response signal as a function of amplifier power does
not show saturation behavior at power levels tested.
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Tests on Magnetic Saturation

Saturation of the magnetic material in the vicinity of the READ

coil was later achieved by modifying the size of the coils and by in-

creasing the magnetic field strength produced by the WRITE coil. The

increase in the magnetic field strength was attained by increasing both

the number of turns in the WRITE coil and its current input. The coil

geometries were also modified to facilitate their installation in a tube-

filled fluidized bed and to minimize solids flow obstruction inside the

bed.

Two possible coil geometries were identified for this purpose, "the

folded C-shaped" coil and the antiparallel set of coils.
2

These two

geometries are shown in Figure 2.9. In both cases, the mass flow to be

measured is along the axis of the READ coil, and as far as the mass flow

measurement is concerned they should be equivalent. One of these two

possible geometries the "folded C" - was arbitrarily chosen to study

the saturation of the magnetic material in the vicinity of the READ

coil. This coil can be visualized as occupying eight edges of a cube

1.5 inches on an edge. The WRITE coil consisted of 90 turns of number

20 wire giving an impedance of approximately 1.5 ohms at 500 hertz. The

READ coil was a 2" x 2" square coil of 2000 turns of number 36 wire.

The electronic instrumentation, and the sequence of RECORD, READ,

and ERASE pulses were the same as used previously. However, the timing

of these pulses was modified to allow data acquisition at a rate of 10

samples/second. The timing sequence is as follows:

2An improved coil design that eliminated the interference of the coils in

the solid flow inside the bed was later implemented in the solid mass
flux measurements inside the bed (see next section). However, these

coil designs still retain their potential use for different applications
in solid mass flow measurements.
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Write Coils

Folded "C" Configuration

Anti-parallel Configuration

Figure 2.9. Coil configurations.
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Record pulse: 1 ms

First delay: 20 ms

Window: 3 ms

Erase pulse: 6 ms

Second delay: 70 ms

100 ms

The device designed and used to produce a known movement of magne-

tizable material (iron powder) through the coils is shown in Figure 2.10.

Sixteen-mesh iron powder was confined in a VINYL tube of either 3/4 inch

or 1-inch diameter. The tube could be moved through the coils at a

known linear velocity by a pulley system driven by a variable-speed motor.

Knowledge of the length of the loop of VINYL tubing and the total mass

of iron it contained allowed conversion from linear velocity to mass

flux rate.

Magnetic saturation in the vicinity of the READ coil was established

by monitoring field strength as a function of the power input used to

magnetize the iron powder at a fixed tube velocity. Since the output

signal from the READ coil is dependent upon the field strength, this was

accomplished by simply measuring the output signal as a function of the

WRITE-coil current input, and increasing the WRITE-coil current until

two identical output readings were obtained. Any current above this

level would produce the same output signal, and thus magnetic saturation

was obtained. The results of a typical saturation test are depicted in

Figure 2.11.

Mass flow measurements were then carried out at currents above the

saturation threshold for both a 3/4-inch and a 1-inch tube filled with
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Figure 2.10. Magnetic saturation tests and calibration assembly.
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iron powder moving through the coils. A range of linear velocities from

0 to 2.25 feet/second were used in both cases. For the same linear vel-

ocity in the two tubes, the ratio of mass flux for the larger tube to

that for a smaller tube is 1.778. The results of these tests show, as

expected, the output reading is indeed proportional to the iron-powder

mass flux. These results are shown in Figure 2.12, and it can be seen

from these data that the dependence of output signal upon mass flux is

effectively linear for the range in mass flux of 18 to 81 lbm
/ft

2
-sec.

Some drop off occurs above a mass flux of 81 lb
m
/ft

2
.sec. If the three

points on Figure 2.12 above a mass flux of 81 lbm
/ft

2
sec are excluded,

a linear regression of the data produces the line shown, with a regres-

sion coefficient of 0.996.

The tests described above were carried out with iron powder inside

the coils only. Further tests were needed to study the effect of iron

powder surrounding the coils on the magnetic saturation of the material

flowing through the coils. Before these tests were carried out, some

modifications were made on the electronic instrumentation to shorten the

response time between the application of the magnetizing pulse and the

measuring of the induced voltage caused by the motion of the magnetized

solids.

Reducing Current Decay Time in the WRITE Coil

When the magnetizing pulse is cut off, it is necessary to wait until

the current in the WRITE coil decays to a sufficiently small value so

that it is not picked up by transformer action in the READ coil. In

previous experiments, the current pulse was produced by a linear voltage

amplifier. At the end of the pulse the voltage dropped to zero and the
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Figure 2.12. Typical calibration curve for 1 1/2" folded "C" coil.
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current decayed exponentially down to zero with a time constant equal to

the inductance of the coil divided by its resistance. The modification

shown in Figure 2.13 improves the response of the amplifier by the use

of current feedback instead of voltage feedback. An operational ampli-

fier is used to drive the power amplifier. The feedback signal is the

current through the WRITE coils. This current produces a small voltage,

across a 0.1 ohm resistor, which is fed back to the negative input of

the driver amplifier. At the end of the magnetizing pulse the signal

input to the amplifier falls to zero but because of the inductance of

the coil, the current does not immediately go to zero. Thus, a positive

voltage appears at the negative input of amplifier A-1, thereby causing

the output of amplifier A-3 to become negative. Because of the very

large gain of the driver amplifier, the output from the power amplifier

remains negative until the current falls to a very low value. The cur-

rent then continues to decay all the way to zero but with a time constant

which is equal to the inductance of the coil divided by its resistance

and divided also by the gain of the driver amplifier. Figures 2.14a and

2.14b, respectively, show the record pulses using the linear voltage

amplifier and the current feedback arrangement.

Reducing the Recording Pulse Width

The rise time of the recording pulse depends upon the inductance

of the WRITE coils. When the coils are completely surrounded by iron,

the inductance is high and the rise time is maximal. If there is less

iron in the vicinity of the coils, then the inductance is smaller and

the current in the WRITE coils reaches a saturating value in a shorter

time. Once this saturating current has been established, there is no
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need to prolong the pulse. In order to take advantage of this effect,

the electronics were modified so that the magnetizing pulse is switched

off when the magnetizing current reaches a predetermined level, suffi-

cient for saturating the iron in the vicinity of the WRITE coil. In

order to protect the coil from possible overheating, the length of the

recording pulse is limited to two milliseconds and the current will shut

off after this time even if it has not reached the required saturating

value. The shortened record pulse is shown in Figure 2.14c.

Further Tests on the Magnetic Flow Meter

Several series of tests were carried out in an effort to study and

minimize the effect of the presence of solid particles outside of the

coils. These tests were done with a set of antiparallel WRITE coils

with a centered READ coil using the same apparatus described in the

previous test. Samples of test results are given below. In all cases,

a 1/2-inch i.d. VINYL tube filled with iron powder (0.316 lbm iron/ft of

tube) was moved through both the READ and WRITE coils at a measured vel-

ocity. The particular test conditions and results are as follows:

Series I

WRITE Coils: rectangular, 1.25" x 2.75"; 65 turns of #22 wire;
1.5" apart.

READ Coil: centered, parallel to WRITE coils; 1.25" x 1.25";
1000 turns of #34 wire.

Set A: coils surrounded by air.
current input: 80 amps
current rise time: 0.68 ms
Voltage drop across WRITE coils + 0.152 resistor:

100 volts
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Figure 2.14. Recording pulse (a) using a linear voltage amplifier,
(b)'using a current feed-back amplifier, (c) with "level
switching" circuit.



Set B: coils surrounded by iron powder.
current input: 80 amps
current rise time: 1.0 ms
voltage drop across WRITE coils + resistor:

112 volts.

The results of the tests in Series I are given in Figure 2.15.

Series II

WRITE Coils: 1.25" square; 73 turns of #22 wire; 3" apart.

READ Coils: 1.25" square; centered parallel to ETIYR coils;
1000 turns of #34 wire.

Set A:

Set B:

coils surrounded by air.
current input: 80 amps
current rise time: 0.52 ms
voltage drop: 100 volts.

Coils surrounded by iron powder.
Current input: 80 amps
Current rise time: 0.92 ms
Voltage drop: 110 volts

The results of the tests in Series II are given in Figure 2.16.

Series III

WRITE Coils: 1.25" square; 73 turns of #22 wire; 1.5" apart.

READ Coil: Rectangular, 1.25" x 1.75"; centered parallel to
WRITE coils; 1000 turns of #34 wire.

Set A:

Set B:

Coils surrounded by air.
Current input: 80 amps
Current rise time: 0.46 ms
Voltage drop: 100 volts

Coils surrounded by iron powder.
Current input: 80 amps
Current rise time: 0.8 ms

Voltage drop: 112 volts
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The results of the tests in Series III are given in Figure 2.17.

The tests designated as Series III show for that coil design,

the output signal is unaffected by the media which surrounds the coils,
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i.e., it makes no difference whether the coils are surrounded by air or

iron powder. This is a necessary condition for consistent mass-flow

measurements which are independent of the presence of a bubble outside

the coils but in close proximity to them. Thus, the output signal

represents only the mass flow of iron through the READ coil, and it is

unaffected by the presence of iron outside of the coils, moving or sta-

tionary. These conclusions are only valid for the configuration desig-

nated in Series III of the tests.

The other two series of tests in which the WRITE coils were either

further apart (Series II) or larger (rectangular; Series I) did not show

positive results. In these cases, the differences between the output

signals for the case of coils surrounded by air or coils surrounded by

iron were significant. This is apparently caused by the inability to

magnetically saturate the material contained in the region between the

two WRITE coils within the limitations of our amplifiers.

In conclusion, the configuration used in Series III seemed to

achieve the desired results. However, further modifications were con-

sidered to develop a configuration which does not interfere with solids

movement at all, i.e., to incorporate the coils into a tube. In addi-

tion, the effect of not having the moving iron powder restrained was

also investigated (i.e., what happens when the particles can rotate as

they will in a fluidized bed?).

These modifications and others are the subject discussion in the

next section.
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C. MODIFIED COIL DESIGNS TO FURTHER IMPROVE RESPONSE TIME AND

ELIMINATE FLOW OBSTRUCTION

Before the magnetic mass flow meter, described in the last section,

could be used to give unambiguous results in an operating fluidized bed,

one task remained. This was eliminating the presence of flow-obstructing

coils, external to the in-bed tubes, which could affect the velocity of

solids in the vicinity of the coils. This meant that the coil sizes and

arrangement should be compatible with the size and arrangements of the

in-bed tubes.

The first attempt to meet the above requirement in the design of

the coils of the magnetic flow meter was not successful; a much lower

signal to noise ratio was obtained with this design than was expected.

A second design which also met the fluidized bed application require-

ments, had a very much increased and improved output signal which re-

sulted from a flow of magnetic solid particles in the vicinity of the

coils. A description of the two different coil designs follows.

Unsuccessful Modified Coil Design

The coil arrangement of this design is shown in Figure 2.18a. In

this design all the coils...the record (WRITE) coil and the detector

(READ) coils were located inside one of the in-bed tubes.

In this new arrangement, the coils were located in both the hori-

zontal and vertical plane in the shape of an H. The upright legs of the

H were the READ coils which were connected in parallel. The horizontal

portion of the H was the WRITE coil. When energized, it created a mag-

netic field whose lines are shown in Figure 2.18b. When the magnetizing
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coil was no longer energized, the ferromagnetic material along the lines

of force would retain its residual magnetism. The lines of force of

this residual magnetic field should parallel the lines of force created

by the WRITE coil. The READ coils were arranged to detect the upward

(or downward) movement of solids next to the tube wall. Movement of the

solids in either direction would result in the lines of force from the

magnetized solids cutting the READ coil. Because the direction of the

lines of force was reversed for the top and bottom leg of each READ

coil, the induced voltages were added. The orientation of the READ

coils at right angles to the WRITE coil had the advantage of minimizing

the transformer pickup between them.

Tests made with the H coil, however, were not satisfactory. A

much lower signal-to-noise ratio was obtained than was expected. The

reason for this low signal was attributed to a less intense magnetic

field in the vicinity of the coils than needed.

Successful Modified Coil Design

A different coil arrangement, which increased the magnetic field

intensity, was designed and tested. In this new design the coils

(WRITE and READ) were still located inside one of the in-bed tubes, but

with a different arrangement as shown in Figure 2.19.

This new coil arrangement is similar to the anti-parallel coil

arrangement described previously, but with the added advantage of com-

pactness similar to that of the H-coil. A concentration of magnetic

lines of force is still produced in the mid-plane between the two anti-

parallel WRITE coils where the READ coil is placed. A further advantage

of this compact coil design is that smaller coils inherently have lower
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Figure 2.19. The anti-parallel write coil arrangement within the in-bed
tube.
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inductance. Because of this, the magnetizing current should rise to its

maximum value in a shorter time, and it should also decay in a shorter

time, thus enabling the magnetizing pulse to be shortened. The delay

between magnetization and reading can also be shortened.

Modification in the Electronics Instrumentation

Before tests were conducted with the new coil design, several re-

finements were made in the electronics circuits of the magnetic solid

particles mass flow meter to further improve the response time and the

signal quality of the instrument.

A new WRITE coil drive circuit was designed and implemented with

the compact coil design. This new circuit, shown in Figure 2.20, consists

primarily of a set of 11 transistors connected in parallel in a common

emitter switch mode. The WRITE coils connected as a collector load in

the circuit have the effect of significantly reducing their inductive

reaction to the current flow during the transient turn-off time of the

WRITE pulse. This effect, in turn, further reduces the current decay

time and oscillation in the coils during that period, compared to the

previous circuit design (refer to Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.21 shows a block diagram of the modified READ coil analog

amplification system and the sequential time control system of the

magnetic-particles mass flow meter. In the analog amplification system,

the READ coil is connected to a high quality, low noise audio amplifier

through a pair of relay switches. The output of the amplifier is gated

into an integrator; the smoothed signal is then sampled and held, and

sent to the analog-to-digital converter of the data acquisition system.

The sequential timing of these functions, with respect to each other and
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with respect to the function of the WRITE coil system, requires a pre-

cision timing control system to guarantee and maintain a reproducible

output signal. This was provided by a system of 4 dual timers as illus-

trated in the block diagram. The timing sequence of the important func-

tions of the electronics instrumentation is depicted in Figure 2.22.

A complete schematic drawing of the electronic instrumentation of

the magnetic solid particles mass flow meter is given in Appendix A.

Computer Simulation of Magnetic Flux Lines

A guide to the design and tests of the new coil arrangement has

been provided by the use of a computer program
3 which is capable of sim-

ulating the physical characteristics of a two-dimensional magnet and

finding the magnetic field and its gradients in these two dimensions.

The program is divided into two separately executable programs: the

mesh generator, MESH, and the magnetostatic program, FIELD. The purpose

of MESH is to construct an irregular triangle mesh by interpolating be-

tween specified (by input) boundary points, and locating the internal

mesh points of each region by a pseudo-equipotential method by assign-

ing regional properties to each triangle. The purpose of FIELD is to

solve the nonlinear Poisson's equation

-Ci.(77";) + S = o , (2)

where IP or its normal derivative is specified on the boundary, X is a

function of 4) or its derivatives and S is a function of position. For

3This computer program was obtained from Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

of the University of California in Berkeley. For a detailed descrip-

tion of the program and its use, see: Ref. (24).



magnetostatic problems the manner in which FIELD solves Eq. (1) is

arrived at in the following fashion

4- 4 4. .4-

B = pH = Vx A ,

46

(3)

where p is the permeability of the material, and it is a magnetic vector

potential.

The curl of the magnetic field intensity H is given by

4.

V x H = 47J , (4)

where J is the current density. Substituting H from Eq. (3) to

Eq. (4) we obtain

0 x(1/p 7C/X1') = 475 . (5)

Since A and J have only one nonzero component, for two-dimensional prob-

lems, Eq. (5) reduces to

-V>.. (.4A) = 47J ,

where y = 1/p.

4-

The gradient of A, namely VA, is

(6)

DA = 1(8A/Dx) + 1-(8A/aY) (7)

and since y depends on NI, it is convenient to consider y as a function

of B
2

or
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y = F(B)2 = F(IV1-2. A
2

= FE(8A/8x)
2

+ (aA/ay)
2

(8)

The finite difference approximation in a triangular mesh is derived as

6

E W.(A.-A) + 4irJ = 0 ,

1 1
1 =1

(9)

where A (see Figure 2.23) is the vector potential at point C, Ai the

vector potential at point Ci and the Wi's are geometric factors called

couplings, which depend also on y.

This computer program, as mentioned before, works only for a two-

dimensional magnet. To use it for a three-dimensional magnet, a plane

of symmetry must exist in this magnet. Fortunately, such a plane does

exist in our magnetic flow meter; this plane is the (y-z) plane shown

in Figure 2.19. A cross section of the magnet flow meter at this plane

is shown in Figure 2.24. The dotted portion of the circular cross sec-

tion of the tube indicates a groove in the tube. This figure also shows

the square geometry that the coil arrangement assumes in the tube. When

the tube is totally surrounded by iron powder, the magnetic flow meter

can then (for magnetic field calculation) be divided into three differ-

ent regions as follows:

1. The iron region which is outside the protective shield and can

extend as far out as the boundaries of the fluidized bed allow.

2. The WRITE coils region.

3. The nonmagnetic region inside the protective shield other than

the WRITE coils region.

Figure 2.25 shows the mesh generated by the computer for the coil

arrangement and the regions described above. Figure 2.26 shows a plot
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Figure 2.24. A cross-section of an in-bed tube with the write
and read coils.
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of the magnetic field generated by the program in the nonmagnetic region

and in the surrounding magnetic iron powder. The figure shows a high

magnetic-field intensity in the immediate vicinity of the WRITE coils,

while it shows a less intense field further away from the coils. In

fact, the magnetic field drops down by two orders of magnitude just 2 cm

away from the WRITE coils. The reason for this rapid drop in the magnetic

field intensity is the relatively lower permeability of iron powder

caused by the presence of air gaps between the iron particles.

One of the important features of this computer program is its flexi-

bility and ability to accept any conceivable arrangements and combination

of exciting coils and magnetic and nonmagnetic media around them. This

feature allowed simulation of different coil arrangements and the effect

of the presence of air bubbles in different parts of the iron region sur-

rounding the coils. Figure 2.27 shows a plot of a magnetic field similar

to that in Figure 2.26, but with the iron region extending only 1.0 cm

on each side of the coils in the x-direction. The plot shows that the

magnetic field in the immediate vicinity of the coils is not affected by

this change. Such simulation allowed estimation of the effective region

of the WRITE coils and hence the pick-up region of the READ coil.

D. MAGNETIC FLOW METER CALIBRATION

A calibration method, suitable for the new magnetic solid flow

meter discussed above, was adopted. An "L-valve", as studied by Knowlton

and Hirsan (25) to feed limestone to atmospheric fluidized bed combus-

tors, was used to calibrate the new probe.
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Figure 2.26. Flux lines distribution for the magnetic solid flow meter

probe.
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Figure 2.27. Flux lines distribution for the magnetic solid flow meter
probe with iron region reduced in the Y-direction.
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The apparatus consists (Figure 2.28) of a solids feed hopper at the

top of the unit connected to a long stand pipe through which the iron

powder passes in a gravity flow to the L-valve. Control aeration is

added to the L-valve at a point just above the 90-degree section. The

aeration gas causes the iron powder to flow through the 90-degree sec-

tion into the horizontal section of the L-valve.

The magnetic solids flow meter was placed horizontally inside the

downcomer. Calibration measurements were made by measuring the output

signal from the READ coil of the magnetic probe at different solid flow

rates. The solid flow rates were varied by changing the aeration gas

flow rate.

Principles of Operation of the L-Valve

Knowlton has shown that the operation of the nonmechanical L-valve

is dependent upon system pressure drop and geometry. Thus, a pressure

balance must be maintained in the system such that the pressure drop in

the horizontal section of the L-valve must equal the downcomer and

hopper pressure drops.

AP
downcomer

+ AP
hopper

= AP
L-valve

(10)

The downcomer is the dependent part of the pressure drop loop; its

pressure drop will adjust to exactly balance the pressure drop produced

by the independent part of the loop, in this case the L-valve. However,

there is a maximum pressure drop per unit length (AP/L) that the down-

comer can develop. This value is the fluidized bed pressure drop per

unit length (AP/L)1111 for the material being used.
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Figure 2.28. Schematic of L-Valve.
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The independent pressure drop in the L-valve can be increased by

increasing the solids flow rate. The downcomer pressure drop adjusts to

balance this increase. If the solids flow rate continues to increase,

the downcomer pressure will also keep increasing to balance the pressure

drop in the L-valve. This will occur until the AP/L in the downcomer

reaches (AP/L)mt

The pressure drop in a downcomer is generated by the relative vel-

ocity, V
r

, between the gas and solids in the downcomer. When V
r

reaches

the value necessary for minimum fluidization of the solids, a transi-

tion from a packed bed to a fluidized bed occurs. Any further increase

in V
r
results in the formation of bubbles in the downcomer. These bub-

bles hinder the flow of solids through the downcomer and thus decrease

the solids flow rate.

To determine the minimum downcomer length necessary for an L-valve,

it is necessary to know the pressure drop on the independent side of the

loop at the solid flow rate desired. The minimum length of downcomer

necessary, Lmin, is

Lmin =, AP
L-valve

/(AP/L)
mf

The actual length of downcomer selected for the L-valve design should be

greater than L to allow for the possibility of a required increase in
min

the solids flow rate and to act as a safety factor. Typical downcomer

lengths might be 1.5 to 2 times Lmin.

Unfortunately, at this time there were no published correlations to

predict L-valve pressure drop and aeration requirements. The best way

to determine these parameters was to estimate them from basic data from
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a small L-valve test unit or to extrapolate them (as was done in our case)

from the data given by Knowlton.

Calibration Procedure

A magnetic flow meter like the one shown in Figure 2.19, along with

the new electronics instrumentation shown in Figures 2.20, 2.21, and 2.22

was calibrated using the L-valve discussed above. The magnetic flow-

meter probe was placed horizontally inside the downcomer of the L-valve.

The output signal of the READ coil was monitored at different downward

solids flow rates through the downcomer. Upward solids flow was simulat-

ed by rotating the magnetic flow-meter probe 180° inside the downcomer

of the L-valve.

Iron powder flow rates were determined by measuring the particle

velocity at the downcomer wall. The particle velocity at the wall had

previously been correlated in a flow test as a function of iron powder

flow rate. In this test, the iron powder flow rate was obtained by

collecting the iron powder in a container over a measured time interval

and then weighing the iron powder. During each solids flow rate meas-

urement, the iron particle velocity at the wall of the clear PVC down-

comer was measured by timing a particle as it passed between two marks,

2 feet apart, on the wall of the downcomer.

Before each run 30 data points, at a rate of 1 point/second, of the

probe background (i.e., output signal from the READ coil when there is

no solid flow) were collected and averaged over time. The consistent

background data between the runs were then averaged over the number of

runs taken in one solids flow direction.
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Each run consisted of collecting 30 data points, at a rate of 1

data point/second. This data was then averaged over time. The average

background signal was then subtracted from the average flow signal of

each run to give the "actual" flow signal. Table 2.2 contains the

results for 14 runs at different downward solids flow and the corres-

ponding averaged output signals. Table 2.3 contains the results for

10 runs of the simulated upward solids flow. Figure 2.29 shows the

actual READ coil flow signal versus iron powder mass flux in the down-

comer of the L-valve. The inconsistent points at the low mass fluxes

of Figure 2.29 are caused by the unsteady flow behavior of the L-valve

at low solids velocity. Below a velocity of 0.25 ft/sec, which corres-

ponds to a mass flux of 50 lb
m
/ft

2
.sec, solids tend to flow faster but

unsteadily in the middle section of the downcomer than near the walls.

If points below 50 lb
m
/ft

2
-sec are ignored, a linear regression fit for

the rest of the points yields,

READ coil output signal = (1.426) Iron Powder Mass Flux

"Computer Data Units" "lb /ft
2
-sec"

m

with a correlation coefficient of 0.989.

(12)



Table 2.2. Average output signal from a magnetic solid mass flow meter probe for different down-
ward mass flux of solid in the downcomer of the L-valve.

Probe Average Background = -70.20 "Computer Data Units"*

Run No.

Iron Powder
Mass Flux
lbm/ft2sec

Average Read Coil
Output Signal

"Computer Data Units"
Standard Deviation
of Output Signal

Average Output Signal -
Average Background Signal

"Computer Data Units"

1 0.00 - 70.20 (background) 2.85 0.00

2 - 34.40 -147.70 44.10 - 77.50

3 - 41.20 -152.94 36.60 - 82.74

4 - 68.67 -156.70 22.81 - 86.50

5 -123.44 -238.20 30.15 -168.00

6 -146.33 -286.44 21.96 -216.24

7 - 82.40 -197.40 35.00 -127.20

8 - 68.70 -171.74 32.96 -101.54

9 - 51.50 -147.27 29.45 - 77.07

10 -144.20 -280.04 25.91 -209.84

11 - 80.40 -165.74 28.79 - 95.54

12 - 68.67 -160.30 28.76 - 90.10

13 - 68.60 -165.80 33.77 - 95.60

14 - 51.00 -136.97 30.20 - 66.77

* Data acquisition has been done with the minicomputer of the Chemical Engineering Department of Oregon

State University (see next chapter).

1 volt = 200 "Computer Data Units"



Table 2.3. Average output signal from a magnetic solid mass flow meter probe for different simu-
lated upward mass flux of solid in the downcomer of the L-valve.

Probe Average Background = 65.60 "Computer Data Units"

Run No.

Iron Powder
Mass Flux

lbm/ft2sec

Average Read Coil
Output Signal

"Computer Data Units"
Standard Deviation
of Output Signal

Average Output Signal -
Average Background Signal

"Computer Data Units"

1 0.00 65.50 (background) 3.23 0.00

2 42.75 168.39 38.59 102.89

3 48.47 156.11 26.98 90.61

4 103.00 217.42 30.79 151.92

5 74.91 171.31 34.88 105.81

6 135.22 254.42 30.10 188.92

7 140.37 274.36 25.73 208.86

8 117.71 230.39 22.08 164.89

9 50.50 140.50 27.66 75.00

10 61.80 145.29 26.05 79.79
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Iron Powder Mass Flux
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Figure 2.29. Output signal of a magnetic solid flow meter probe vs.

iron powder mass flux in L-valve.
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3. FLUIDIZED BED TEST FACILITY

The fluidized bed experimental facility used for solids movement

studies is shown in Figure 3.1. The facility consists of the following

systems:

1. The fluidized bed and bed media

2. Air supply systems

3. The probes

These systems plus a data acquisition system are described in this

chapter.

A. FLUIDIZED BED AND BED MEDIA

Fluidized Bed

Experimental measurements of solid mass flow in a fluidized bed

were conducted in an 18 in. x 18 in. vessel. The vessel was made of

1 in. thick Plexiglas panels reinforced by steel grids. The front and

back panels can be opened to allow the insertion of the dummy heat ex-

change tube array.

A perforated "sandwich" design plate (Figure 3.2) was used as the

gas distributor. The plate consisted of two 1/4" thick PVC plates

with a nylon screen (No. 200 Tyler Mesh) between them
4

. The plates had

7/32" diameter holes placed in a triangular pitch. The ratio of the

open area of the distributor plate to its total area was 3 percent. The

pressure drop across the distributor plate was high enough to achieve

4it was necessary to use a nonmagnetic plate material due to the proximity
of the plate to the bottom probes.
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Figure 3.1. A schematic diagram of the 18" x 18" scaled fluidized bed
and related facility.
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uniform gas flow and, thereby, avoid channeling. The ratio of the pres-

sure drop across the distributor to that across the bed was approximately

30 percent. The bed was equipped with numerous pressure taps connected

to the pressure measuring module.

All of the experimental solid flow measurements in the bed were

made with one configuration of dummy heat transfer tubes. The tube

array was a Plexiglas frame holding 1/2-inch, horizontal, fiberglass

tubes. The distance between the distributor plate and the lowest row

of tubes was set at 1-1/2 inches. The basic arrangements and dimen-

sions of the tubes inside the bed are given in Figure 3.4.

Solid-particle feed into the fluidized bed was simulated by auxil-

iary air flowing through a 1-inch i.d. pipe placed at the center of the

distributor plate. A 3-inch Plexiglas disk, similar to the one used in

the Babcock and Wilcox 6' x 6' hot fluidized bed, was centered above

this feed port and immediately underneath the tube array. The purpose

of the disk was to enhance the dispersion of the solid particles in the

vicinity of the solid feed port. The disk was installed in such a way

that it could be easily inserted into or removed from the fluidized bed.

Bed Media

The bed media used in this study was iron powder with a surface mean

particle diameter of 0.80 mm (0.03 in.), a density of 6200 kg/m
3

(387 lb/ft
3

) and a minimum fluidization velocity, U
mf'

of 2.65 ft/sec.

The mean surface particle diameter was determined from sieve analysis

and the following formula (26)
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1
d -
p E(x./d

pi.)i

where x. is the mass fraction of material in size interval i and d . is
P1

the average diameter of that size interval.

The density of the iron particles was evaluated from volumetric

measurements using water displacement. The height of the slumped bed

was maintained at 12 in. above the distributor plate in all of the

experiments. The minimum fluidizing velocity was determined by meas-

uring the pressure drop across the bed as a function of superficial gas

velocity. These data are shown in Figure 3.3. The experimental value

for minimum fluidization was checked against the theoretical equation

given by Wen and Yu (27). Excellent agreement was found.

The choice of the bed material was dictated by two important condi-

tions: first, the material had to be magnetizable to be compatible with

the magnetic flow meter probes; second, it had to be of such density

and size to meet the scale-up criteria of an atmospheric fluidized bed

combustor which normally operates at 1550°F with average solid particle

density of 160 lb
m
/ft

3
and a surface average particle diameter of 2 mm.

5

B. AIR SUPPLY SYSTEMS

The main air needed for fluidization was supplied by a Roots

Blower Model 1228. The maximum output from the blower was 8000 cfm at

7.5 psi. The blower was powered by a 325 hp diesel engine (Caterpillar

Model 3406T). The blower and engine were located in a soundproof room.

5
For more details of fluidized bed combustor hydrodynamics, see Ref. (28).
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The air was directed into a duct system which supplied air to the entire

fluidization facility in the Chemical Engineering building. Air flow

through the fluidized bed was measured by a previously calibrated ori-

fice flow meter located upstream of the main test facility.

The auxiliary air, needed to simulate solid-particles feed into the

fluidized bed, was supplied by a smaller blower powered by a 15 hp

electrical motor. Air flow through the solid feed port was measured

by a calibrated rotameter.

The fine particles elutriated from the bed were collected by four

cyclones. The collected material, however, was not recycled into the

bed. All experiments were conducted at atmospheric pressure.

C. THE PROBES

Fourteen mass-flow probes, identical to that presented in Chapter

2 (refer to Figures 2.19 to 2.22), were used to monitor and measure the

magnetic solids movement within the fluidized bed. The arrangement of

the tubes and the location of the instrumented tubes (probes) within the

array is shown in Figure 3.4. The coils of each of these instrumented

tubes were located in the middle section of the tubes.

Each of these probes was calibrated individually by the procedure

described in section 2-D. Figure 3.5 shows the calibration points

for each of the fourteen probes and their position relative to the

smoothed calibration line established in Chapter 2. (Figure 2.29).

From the figure it can be seen that all the probes were consistent and

gave similar measurements.
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Figure 3.4. The basic arrangement of dummy heat transfer tubes in the 18" x 18"
scaled bed. The numbered tubes indicate the locations of the 14
instrumented tubes (probes) within the bed.
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Two identical channels, each consisting of a WRITE-coil drive circuit

and a READ-coil amplification circuit (refer to Figures 2.20, 2.21, and

2.22), were calibrated against each other. These two channels were used

to operate two probes simultaneously in all the experimental measure-

ments. The WRITE coils of the operated probes were connected to the

WRITE coil drive circuits by 12 gage wires and Amphenol connector placed

at the protruding ends of the instrumented tubes. The READ coils and

its associated "REED" relays were connected back to the READ coil ampli-

fication circuits by a 22 gage individually shielded "BELFOIL" instru-

mentation cable. The output of the READ coil amplification system was

connected to the data acquisition system.

D. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

The analog signals from the READ-coil amplification system was

sent through the main electronic console to the real-time interface of

a Data General 840 Nova minicomputer located in the Chemical Engineer-

ing Department. Figure 3.6 shows the block diagram of the computer

facility. The NOVA 840 system was used for all data collection, stor-

age, and for most of the data processing. A CYBER computer was used for

the development of the more complicated software and for the lengthier

calculations and computer graphics.
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4. SOLID PARTICLES MOVEMENT IN A FLUIDIZED BED;

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this experimental study was threefold: a) to

study the general mass flow and circulation pattern of the solids in a

fluidized bed, b) to study the solids mass flow pattern in the vicinity

of a simulated solid feed port, and c) to investigate whether desired

solid circulation patterns in the bed can be created by a combination

of unequally spaced tubes and uneven gas distribution.

For the first part of this experimental study, the fourteen probes

(refer to Figure 3.4) were used to measure the vertical and horizontal

components of the mass flow of the solid particles in the immediate

vicinity of each location. For the latter two parts of the study, only

the bottom probes (probes No. 11, 12, 13, and 14) were used to measure

the solids mass flows in their vicinities.

All the probes were installed in such a way that upward flow of

solid particles induced a positive signal in the READ coils of the probes,

while downward flow induced a negative signal. Horizontal flow measure-

ments were obtained by rotating the probes 90 degrees from their initial

position (see Figure 4.1).

Before any experimental data was collected, the background of each

of the fourteen probes in each of the two measurement positions was es-

tablished. This was the signal induced in the READ coils of the probes

due to the presence of stationary iron particles around the probes.
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Figure 4.1. Probe orientation in vertical and in horizontal
solid flow measurement.
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One hundred data points at a rate of 1 data point per second were col-

lected with each probe in each measurement position while the bed was

slumped. Figure 4.2 shows a typical plot of this background data for

one of the probes when the probe was in a vertical flow measurement pos-

ition and a horizontal flow measurement position. Of course, if a probe

was rotated 180° from its initial position, the same background signal

would be obtained but with an opposite polarity. The mean and variance

of each probe background signals were then extracted from the collected

data.

B. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

As has been mentioned before, only two channels were made available

to operate two probes simultaneously. Unfortunately, vertical and

horizontal solid flow measurements could not be made simultaneously

at one location; therefore in each set of experiments, two probes at a

time were set to measure the vertical solid flow at their locations

until the outputs of all of the probes used in that experiment were

recorded. Similar runs under the same set of experimental conditions

were then made with the probes set to measure the horizontal component

of the solid flow.

Four sets of experiments were conducted in this study. A summary

of the experimental conditions investigated is given in Table 4.1. The

first two experiments, besides providing data on general solid flow pat-

terns in the bed, can be used as reference conditions for the latter two

experiments. In the third experiment, the bottom row of probes was used

to study the solid particles flow at a horizontal plane near the solids
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Figure 4.2. Typical plot of the background signals for one of the
14 magnetic solid flow meter probes.



TABLE 4.1 Summary of Experimental Conditions for Solid Particles Movement Experiments.

Experi-
ment No.

Objective of
experiment

Probes
used

Auxiliary
air ratio
of total air
volumetric

flow

U
f

ft/sec

Circular
Disk Placed

above
Auxiliary

air
Tube
Array

Distributor
Plate

1

2

3

4

To study the All 14
general circu-
lation pattern
of the solids

To study
solid flow
behavior
near solid
feed port.

To study
some means of
enhancing
solid flow
near a solid
feed port

All 14

Bottom
row (11,
12,13, and
14)

0% 3.25 No See
fig. 3.5

See fig. 3.3

0% 4.5 Yes IV

10% 4.5 Yes

0% 4.5 Yes See
fig. 4.3

Same as fig. 3.3
but with every
other row of
holes on one
side of the
plate sealed.
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feed port. Solid particle feed was simulated by auxiliary air flowing

through the feed port at 1.0 ft
3
/sec. The auxiliary air made up about

10 percent of the total air flowing through the bed. The fourth experi-

ment was an attempt to determine if solid circulation near the bottom of

the bed and therefore near the solid feed port could be enhanced by

using a combination of unequally spaced tube patterns and uneven gas

distribution. The tube configuration used here consisted of a closely

spaced tube array on one side of the bed and a loosely spaced array on

the other (see Figure 4.3). Uneven gas distribution was obtained by

sealing every other row of holes in the distributor plate on the widely

spaced tube array side of the bed, thus reducing the amount of air flow-

ing through that side of the bed and increasing it on the other.

In all these experiments, each probe used was sampled 1000 times

in each directional solid flow measurement at a rate of 1 data point per

second. Figure 4.4 shows a representative plot of parts of the mass

flux vs. time raw data collected using probe number 5 in test run num-

ber 23.

Histogram Plots

Because plots, such as shown in Figure 4.4, of all the raw data col-

lected would take so much space, and since very little information can

be gained directly from such plots, they are not included here. However,

more information can be readily deduced from frequency histogram plots

of the raw data. Figure 4.5 shows a sample of these plots constructed

from the raw data collected using probe number 5 in test run number 23.

Histogram plots of the raw data of all the experiments are given in

Appendix B. In these plots, the class frequency of every 50-unit class
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Figure 4.4. A plot of parts of the mass flux raw data collected using
one of the 14 probes in one of the test runs.
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interval of mass flux is plotted against the class intervals. Basic

statistical information such as the distribution, mode, variance, and

the mean of solid-particles local mass fluxes at the various probe loca-

tions can be easily deduced from these plots. However, the net solid

mass flux at each probe location is of particular interest in this study.

This quantity determines the magnitude and direction of the local solid

mass flux at each location. Thus, it is possible to map and characterize

the solid gross movement inside the bed.

C. GROSS SOLID CIRCULATION INSIDE THE BED

Figures 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 show the mean and direction of each

of the two components of the local solid mass flux measured at the

various probe locations in the first, second, third and fourth experi-

ment, respectively. The length of the vector components in these figures

is proportional to the mean of the solid mass flux components at the

respective probe locations.

From Figures 4.6 and 4.8, a general gross solid circulation pattern

inside the bed can be deduced. These figures identify two solid flow

regions in the bed.

a) a freely bubbling region occupying most of the middle section

of the bed where solids are transferred upward.

b) a region adjacent to the bed walls where solid particles travel

downward.

Visual observations showed that the region adjacent to the bed walls is

seldom disturbed by bubbles.
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These two solid flow regions, and the gross solid flow pattern

they indicate inside the bed, have been observed by other investigators

also. Cranfield (7) studied individual bubbles injected into an incipi-

ently fluidized bed of large particles and concluded that particles were

vertically transported by bubble-induced drift only. In the same study,

but in a freely bubbling fluidized bed, Cranfield observed the existence

of these two solid flow regions, plus a smaller region just above the

distributor plate where solids are randomly mixed by the jetting gas.

Cranfield further observed that the descending wall-region material does

not mix appreciably into the free bubbling region but re-enters and dis-

perses within it at a level just above the distributor plate. In another

study, Marsheck and Gomezplata (19) showed that in a freely bubbling bed

particles flow upwards in the regions where bubbles rise and downward

elsewhere, and that the bubble flow pattern determines the particles'

flow pattern. Merry and Davidson (7) further investigated this phenome-

non, and showed that regular circulation of the solid can be induced in

a fluidized bed by means of an uneven distribution of the fluidizing

fluid supplied to the base. In their experiments, solids particles

were forced to flow upwards near the wall region of the bed and down-

ward in the middle section of the bed forming a regular vortex pattern.

This was accomplished by supplying more fluid at the base of the bed to

the wall region than in the middle of the bed. Thus, bubbles rose

in the outer regions of the bed so that there was a central bubble-free

region where the solids traveled downwards.

The results of the fourth experiment of this study conducted with

an uneven supply of air to the base of the bed and uneven tube arrange-

ment tend to support the findings of these investigators, i.e., the
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solid flow pattern inside the bed can be influenced by the distribution

of the fluid supply, and hence by the bubbles flow distribution inside

the bed. By comparing the net local mass fluxes at the bottom probe

locations obtained in the fourth experiment (Figure 4.9) with those ob-

tained in the first experiment (Figure 4.6), it can be seen that not

only the lateral particle movement was enhanced at the bottom of the

bed in the fourth experiment, but in addition a regular solid flow

direction was obtained at that bed level, i.e., solid particles at the

bottom of the bed were induced to move from the bubble-poor region into

the bubble-rich region of the bed.

Theoretical analysis of the gross solid flow behavior inside the

bed which gives rise to a relatively simple mathematical model of this

flow behavior for different hydrodynamic conditions is given in the

next chapter.
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5. SOLID PARTICLES CIRCULATION INSIDE A FLUIDIZED BED;

DEVELOPMENT OF A THEORETICAL MODEL

A. INTRODUCTION

An analysis of the motion of fluid and particles in the neighbor-

hood of rising bubbles was first given by Davidson (29). Davidson's

model successfully accounted for the movement of both gas and solids

in a freely bubbling fluidized bed. In his model, Davidson assumed

that the particulate phase behaves as an incompressible fluid that

obeys the laws of potential flow and that, relative to the particles,

the interstitial fluid velocity is given by Darcy's law. The stream-

lines followed by the fluid near rising bubbles were derived by

Davidson as the central part of his model. However, Davidson's results

refer only to the flow outside the rising bubbles. This flow situation

represents the so-called fast bubble fluidization regime. A fast bub-

ble regime exists in a fluidized bed in which the gas percolating through

the emulsion is moving upward slower than the bubble, or

of
< u

br

Fast bubbles are characteristic of small particle beds (d < 0.5
p

mm). Row and Partridge (30) have shown that in such beds solids are

entrained in the wake (a small turbulent region of solids located immedi-

ately underneath a bubble) of the upward rising gas bubbles. The solids

are supported under the bubble by upward rising gas. These investigators

approximate that the wake of the bubble is 30% of the bubble volume.
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Thus, movement of solids results from wake transport, i.e., bubble wake

shedding and replenishment, in beds of small particles.

The gas flow theory given by Pyle and Rose (31), describes the gas

flow within the rising bubble inside the bed. This flow situation repre-

sents the so-called slow bubble fluidization regime. A slow bubble

regime is encountered in a bed in which the interstitial velocity of

the gas exceeds the rising velocity of the bubble, or

of
> Ubr

Slow bubbles are expected to appear when large particles are

fluidized because the interstitial velocity has to be high in order to

achieve the fluidization state. Solid movement in this regime has been

investigated by Cranfield and Geldart (32), Cranfield (17) and Masson

(33). All investigators agree that the main mechanism of particle

transport in this regime is by bubble induced drift. In a uniformly

fluidized bed, bubbles rise upward through the bed and so particle motion

occurs primarily in the upward direction. The net lateral particle dis-

placement induced by a rising bubble is negligible, but considerable

lateral displacement of the bed surface material and deposition of

underlying material on the surface occurs upon the eruption of bubbles.

Fitzgerald et al. (34) have developed a criterion, in terms of

nondimensional groups, to distinguish between slow and fast bubble

fluidization regimes. The criterion is based on experimental observa-

tions and theoretical equations and is good for any combination of

particle size, density and fluid properties. This criterion was used

here to verify that the experiments done in this study are in the slow
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bubble regime, and hence the bed expansion correlation developed by

Jovanovic (35) for this regime could be used to calculate the average

void fraction, e
av

in the bed at a given fluidizing gas velocity. This

calculation is given in the next section.

B. THE TWO REGION MODEL BED FOR SOLID CIRCULATION

The experimental results on solids movement inside the freely bub-

bling fluidized bed given in the last chapter along with the results of

previous studies by other investigators indicate that under normal oper-

ations of the bed, solids tend to follow a preferred track of gross

circulation inside the bed. Figure 5.1 illustrates this circulation

pattern in which the net solid motion in the bubbling region is in the

upward direction. The net lateral movement of solid is not significant

in this region. However, considerable lateral displacement of the bed

surface material of the region occurs upon the eruption of bubbles at

the surface. The descending wall layers, shown in the figure, serve to

accommodate most of the blown-up surface material and provide a great

proportion of the solid return flow.

To simplify the development of a mathematical model for this solid

flow behavior, the bed is visualized as shown in Figure 5.2. In this

approach, the four descending wall layers of the bed are lumped into one

region interconnected with the upward moving solids of the bubbling

region, and solid exchange between the two regions of the model bed is

allowed in one dimension only. This approach allows the treatment of

a three-dimensional bed by a two-dimensional analysis as will be shown

later in this section.
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Assumptions of the Two Region Model Bed

Based on some assumptions about the two region model bed proposed

here, a mathematical model of the solid circulation inside a freely

bubbling fluidized bed can be derived from a material and momentum

balance analysis of the solid flow in each of the two regions of the

model. The major assumptions are as follows:

1. The solid particulate phase in each of the two regions of

the model behaves as an incompressible fluid of low vis-

cosity. This assumption was verified by Davidson (29) for

any particle size fluidized beds. In fact, this fluid-

like behavior of the solid phase inside the bed is the

reason behind the name for this kind of reactor.

2. Each region has a uniform, constant bulk density. These

densities are related to each other through the average

bulk density of the bed, at a given fluidizing gas

velocity, and an overall mass balance.

3. The void fraction in the wall region is smaller than that

in the bubbling region which results in a higher solid

bulk density and viscosity in the wall region than that in

the bubbling region.

4. The solid flow at any horizontal cross section is uniform

within each region, i.e., the flow parameters within

each region are dependent only upon the vertical loca-

tion within that region.

5. Inertia of the fluidizing gas is much smaller than that .

of the solids, so that its contribution to the momentum
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equations of the solid flow can be ignored.

6. The vessel wall shear stresses are ignored.

Physical Parameters of the Two Region Model Bed

The average bed void fraction and hence the average bed bulk densi-

ty, in a given fluidized bed system, can be correlated with the super-

ficial velocity of the fluidizing fluid of the system (see reference 35).

For a slow bubble fluidization regime this relation is given by the

following equation

C - E
- u

- u
av mf 1 o mf

1 - E
av

u
br

+ 2
u
mf

u
mf

The bubble rise velocity in the bed, u
br

can be calculated from the

equation given by Davies and Taylor (37)

u
br

= 22.25 (d
b

)

.s
, (in CGS system)

(5-1)

where the bubble diameter, db,can be estimated to be equal to the

spacing between the dummy heat transfer tubes inside the bed.

Furthermore, an overall mass balance of the bed material, at a

given superficial velocity, offers a simple relationship between the

bulk densities of the two regions and this average bulk density of the

bed

HL
1
L
2
p
s
(1 - el) HL

2

2
p
s
(1 e

2
) = H (L

1
L
2
)1,

2
P
s
(1 - E

av
)



simplifying,

L
1
p
s
(1 - c1) + L2ps (1 - c

2
) = (L

1
+ L

2
)p

s
(1 c

av
)

or

L
1
p
1

+ L2p2 = (L1 + I,
2
)pav
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(5-2)

The average bed height H, at a given superficial velocity can be

calculated from a mass balance of the bed inventory,

Hp
s
(1 - c

av
) = H

mf
p
s
(1 c

mf
)

1 - e
mf

H = H
mf 1 - cav

(5-3)

The relationship between the dimensions of the two region model and

those of the fluidized bed can be obtained by the fact that these sys-

tems should have equal cross-sectional area, At. From Figures 5.1 and

5.2 it follows that

(L
1
+ L2)L2 = (L

B
+ 2L

w
)

2
= A

t

which gives the following relationship between L1 and L
2

A
L
1 L

2

= - L
2

(5-4)

(5-5)

Furthermore, the bubbling region of the two region model and that of the

fluidized bed should have the same cross-sectional area. Thus,
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L
2
= L

B

Substituting in Eq. (5-4), the following relationship between L1 and

L
w

can be obtained

L
1
= 4L

w
+ 4L

2
/( 1/T - 2L

w
)

w t

Thus, for a given fluidizing gas superficial velocity, eav can be

calculated from Eq. (5-1), and the average bed height H can be calculated

from Eq. (5-3). Although values of the physical parameters (p1,p2,Lw,

and L
B

) could not be directly measured in the bed, for given estimates

of L1 and pl, L2 and p2 can be calculated from Eqs. (5-5) and (5-2),

respectively.

C. MATERIAL AND MOMENTUM BALANCES IN THE TWO REGION MODEL BED

Figure 5.3 shows a fixed control volume in the two region model bed,

having unit thickness normal to the paper, over which the following

material and momentum balances are made. The origin of the coordinate

system shown is at the top surface of the bed and the sign convention is

such that solid velocity is positive in the vertical downward direction.

Material Balance in the Wall Region

A material balance of the solid flow in the wall region over the

control volume shown in Figure 5.3 gives

(G
ly y

G I

y+Ay
)L

1
+ (G

2x
- G

lx
) Ay = 0
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Figure 5.3. Solid mass flux through a fixed differential control
volume in the two region model bed.



Dividing by Ay and taking the limit as Ay approaches zero gives the

material balance equation in the wall region.

dG

dy L1 (G2x Glx)
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(5-6)

Material Balance in the Bubbling Region

Similar material balance expressions can be obtained for the solid

flow in the bubbling region

(G 2yly+Ay - G
2y'

!

y
)L

2
+ (G

lx
- G

2x
) Ay = 0

which in turn can be reduced to the following equation

dG

dy L2 2x Glx)
(5-7)

Equations (5-6) and (5-7) can be written in terms of the two com-

ponents of the solid velocities in each region; noting that

G
ly

= p
1
V
ly

, G
2y

=- p
2
V
2y

, G
lx

= p
1
V
lx

, and

G
lx

= - p
2
V
2x

substituting in Eq. (5-6) gives

dV
ly 1

(p V + p V )

dy p
1
L
1

2 2x 1 lx

and in Eq. (5-7) gives

(5-8)



dV
1

2dy p
2
L
2

(p
2
V
2x

+ p
1
V
lx

)
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(5-9)

X-Component of the Momentum Balance in the Wall Region

Applying the momentum theorem at steady state in the x-direction of

the wall region,

(GlyVlxly GlyVlx1y4.6y)L1 +
(- G2xV2x GlxV1x)AY

- (P
1
- P2)iy = 0

which can be transformed into the following

d(G V )

ly lx 1
(G V + G V ) -

1
(P - p )

dy L
1

2x 2x lx lx L
1

1 2

Expanding the left hand term gives

dV dG
lx 1

+ V = - (G V
2x

+ G
lx
V ) - (P

1
- P2)Gly

dy lx dy L
1

2x lx L
1

Combining Eq. (5-6) with the above expression and simplifying yields

dV
lx

G
2x 1

dy G
ly
L
1

(V
lx

+ V
2x

)

G
ly

L
1

(pl - P
2

)

Writing the solid mass fluxes in terms of solid velocity components and

simplifying gives

dV
lx 1

1p V (V +V ) - P +P
2

I

dy p
1
V

y
L
1

2 2x lx 2x 1
(5-10)
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Y-Component of the Momentum Balance in the Wall Region

Applying the momentum theorem at steady state in the y-direction

of the wall region gives

(G
ly
V
ly

I

y
- G

ly
V
ly

I

y+dy
)L

1
+ (- G

2x
V
2y

- G
lx
V
ly

)Ay

(P1
P1 y P1 y+Ay

)L
1

+ p
1
L
1
gAy = 0

which yields the following equation

d(G
ly
V
ly

dy L
1

) dP
1 1

+ + (G
2x
V
2y
+G

lx
V
ly
) -p1 g= 0

dy

Expanding the first term and combining with Eq. (5-6),

dV dP

dy L1
1

p
1 ,

GkG
ly 2x

V + G
ly 2x

V
2y

) +
dy 1

g = 0
1

Writing the mass fluxes in terms of velocity components and solving for
dP

1
gives

dy

dP1 dV
ly

p
2 2x

aY
p V

l y 2 y Pdy 1 ly dy
1

Combining with Eq. (5-8),

dP
1

V
ly, ,

p V
ko V -I- p V

2 2x
C
ly

+ V2y) + p g
dy '2 2x 1 lx 1

1

(5-11)
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X-Component of the Momentum Balance in the Bubbling Region

Applying the momentum theorem at steady state in the x-direction of

the bubbling region,

(-G
2y
V
2x

1

y+Ay
+ G

2y
V
2x

1

y
)L

2
+ (G

lx
V
lx

+ G
2x
V
2x

)Ay + (P
1
-P

2
)Ay = 0

which can be transformed into the following

d(G
2y
V
2x

)

1
(G V + G V ) + 1 (P P )

dy L
2

lx lx 2x 2x L
2

1 2

Expanding the left hand term,

dV
2x

dG0
+ V (G V + G V ) + (P P )G

2y dy 2x dy L
2

lx lx 2x 2x L
2

1 2

Combining with Eq. (5-7)

dV
2x

G
lx 1

dy G
2y
L
2 2y

(v
lx

+ v
2x

) +
G L

2

(P
1

- P
2

)

Writing the solid mass fluxes in terms of solid velocity components and

simplifying

dV
2x 1

dy p
2
V
2y

L
2

[p
1
V
lx

(V
lx

+ ) + P+ P
1

- P
2

(5-12)

Y-Component of the Momentum Balance in the Bubbling Region

Applying the momentum theorem at steady state in the y-direction of

the bubbling region,



(- G2yV2y 1
y+Ay

+ G
2y
V
2y

1

y
)L

2
+ (G

lx
V
ly

+ G
2x
V
2y

)Ay

( P2 P21

P21 )L2 + p
2
L
2
gAy = 0

Y y+Ay 2

which yields the following equation

d(G V ) dP
2y 2y 2 1

T (Glxvly
)-

P2g
0

dy dy

Expanding the first term and combining with Eq. (5-7),

dV dP
2 1

G + G V ) - p
2
g = 0

2y dy dy iL
2

(G
lx ly

Writing the mass flux components in terms of velocity components and
dP

solving for
2

dy

dP
2

dV
+

y
p
1
V
lx ,

dy
= p

2
V
2y L

2

(V
ly

+2y ) + p
2
g

Combining with Eq. (5-9)

dP V
2

plV
lx

(v
dy L

2
2 2x 1 lx L

2
ly 2y "2
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(5-13)

Equations (5-8) to (5-13) comprise a system of six ordinary differ-

ential equations that can be solved simultaneously for V
ly

, V
2y

, V
lx

,

and P2 given the appropriate boundary conditions for these
V2x,

P1,

equations and the physical parameters pl, p2, L1, and L2. However, be-

fore these boundary conditions can be established, it should be pointed

out that the pressures P
1

and P
2
necessary to bring about the particle
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motions defined in Eqs. (5-8), (5-9), (5-10) and (5-12) are not just pf,

the pressure within the fluidizing fluid in each of the two regions,

but include the effect of the particles presence (energy loss by colli-

sion and friction among particles) represented by pressures P
1p

and P
2p

,

that is

and

P
1
= Pf + P

1p

P2 = Pf + P
2p

(5-14)

(5-15)

This effect in the bubbling region, i.e., P
2p

can be assumed negligible,

because of the high void fraction and hence low effect of particle inter-

action in the region. On the other hand, this effect is relatively

larger in the wall region because of the smaller void fraction and

hence higher effect of particle interactions in that region. However,

as the top of the bed is approached,

P
1p

= P
2p

= 0 , and P = P = Pf ,

1 2

as a result of the violent eruptions of bubbles and loose packing of the

solid material across the surface of the bed. Thus, from Eqs. (5-14)

and (5-15) at the top of the bed,

dP
1

dP
2

dP
f

dy dy dy

From Jovanovic's (35) experimental data of bed expansions in a

freely bubbling fluidized bed of large particles,



dP
f

dy
= av

g
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(5-16)

where p
av

is the average bulk density of the solids at the given fluidi-

zation state.

Boundary Conditions

The top of the bed is defined here as the height where the pressure

in the bed becomes, for all practical purposes, equal to the pressure in

the free board. In this case

P
1
= P

2
= P

atm

At the bottom of the bed,

V
ly

= V
2y

= 0 .

However, the net amount of solids flowing upward in the bubbling region

starts to accelerate at the bottom of the bed and reaches a maximum abso-

lute velocity at the bed top. The net amount of solids flowing upwards

at that bed level will then get blown out of the bed into the free board.

This material is then reintroduced into the bed at the wall region where

it starts to decelerate until it reaches zero velocity at the bottom of

the bed. Thus, at the top of the bed, since there is no pressure gradi-

ent,

dV dV
= - 0

dy dy



From Eqs. (5-8) and (5-9) at the top of the bed,

p
1
V
lx

+ p
2
V
2x

= 0

substituting (5-16), and (5-17) into (5-13),

p
1
V

x
p
av

(V
ly

+ V
2y

) + p
2
g

L
2

solving for Vlx,

V
lx

= (p
av

P
2
)1,

2
g/p

1
(V

ly
+ V

2y
)

Substituting (5-11) and (5-12) into (5-6),

p
2 2x

p
av

g (V
ly

+ V
2y

) + p
1
g

L
1
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(5-17)

Solving for V2x,

V
2x

= (p
av

P
1
)1,

1
g/p

2
(V
ly

+ V
2y

)

Thus, the governing differential equations for the solid circulation

model and their boundary conditions are again as follows

dV
1

dy pl L1 2 2x 1 lx

@ y = H , V
ly

= 0

(5-8)



dV
2y 1

dy p
2
L
2

(p
2
V
2x

+ p
1
V
lx

)

@ y = H , V
2y

= 0

dV
lx 1

dy p
1
V
ly
L
1

[p
2 2x

(v
lx

+ v
2x

) - P
1

+ P
2

]

@ y = 0 , V
lx

= (P
av

P
2
)L

2
g/p

1
(V
ly

+ V
2y

)

dV
2x 1

dy V
2y

L
2

fp
1
V
lx

(V
lx

+ ) + P+ P
1
- P

2
]

@ y = 0 , V
2x

= (p
av

p
1
)IJ

1
g/p

2
(V
ly

+ V
2y

)
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(5-9)

(5-10)

(5-12)

dy

dP
1

(p V
2x

+ p
1
V
lx L

) +
P2V2

x (V
ly

+ V
2y

) + p
1
g (5-11)

L1 2
1

@ y = 0 ,

1
= P

atm

dP, V,
1
V
lx

(V )(
dy L

2

V n V )

p

2 2x '1 lx L
2

ly 2y

,

P2 Patm

(5-13)

This parametric system of differential equations with split boundary

conditions was solved using numerical methods (see Appendix C). The

vertical and horizontal solid mass-flux gradients in each region of

the model were then extracted from the corresponding gradients of the

solid velocity in each region. In addition, the net horizontal mass

flux gradient in the two regions, i.e.,
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PlVlx P2V2x '

was also calculated. These results are given next.

D. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS AND LIMITS OF THE MODEL

The solid-particles circulation model derived in the last section

was solved for the two fluidizing gas superficial velocities used in the

experiments of this study (see Chapter IV), and several values of the

parameters pl and L1. Table 5.1 gives a summary of the values of L1 and

the corresponding values of L2 used in these calculations. Figures

5.4 (a, b, and c) show the effect of L
1
on the solid-particles mass

fluxes in the two regions of the bed when the gas superficial velocity

in the bed is 3.25 ft/sec., and the void fraction in the wall region,

el, is kept equal to that of the bed at minimum fluidization (the lower

limiting value of el). Figures 5.5 (a, b, and c) show these solid mass

fluxes for the same fluidizing gas superficial velocity and the same

values of L1, but for a higher value of the void fraction in the wall

region. Figures 5.6 (a, b, and c) show the effect of the wall region

void fraction, el, on these solid mass fluxes in the two regions of the

bed. Figures 5.7 (a, b, and c), Figures 5.8 (a, b, and c), and Figures

5.9 (a, b, and c) show the results for similar calculations of the solid

mass fluxes in the two regions of the model bed when the fluidized bed

is operating at 4.5 ft/sec. gas superficial velocity.

The aforementioned figures show that, at a given gas superficial

velocity and a wall region void fraction in the bed, the vertical solid

mass flux in the wall region decreases by increasing L
1
until a minimum
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Table 5.1. Summary of the dimensions of the model bed
used in solid mass flux calculations.

L1
"ft"

L2

"ft"

Al/A2% Al/At% LW
"ft"

0.143 1.430 10% 9.1 % 0.035

0.210 1.399 15% 13.0 % 0.051

0.274 1.369 20% 16.67% 0.065

0.335 1.342 25% 20.0 % 0.079

0.613 1.225 50% 33.33% 0.138
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value is reached beyond which this vertical solid mass flux increases

with an increase in L1. On the other hand, for the values of Li used

in these calculations, the vertical solid mass flux in the bubbling

region increases monotonically with L1. These figures also show that

although the net horizontal mass flux between the two regions is signi-

ficant only towards the bottom of the bed, this net horizontal mass flux

increases by increasing L1. These changes in the solid mass fluxes in

the bed with L
I
can be explained by examining the effect of L

1
and L2

coupled with effect of p2 on the material and momentum balance equations

of the solid flow in the two regions of the model bed.

The figures also show that the effect of the void fractions in the

two regions of the bed on the solid circulation is such that increasing

the difference between these two parameters at a given gas superficial

velocity and given L1 and L
2
results in an increase in the solid mass

fluxes in the two regions of the bed. Thus, reducing the void fraction

in the wall region at a given gas superficial velocity in the bed (for

example by reducing the amount of gas going through that region) or

increasing the gas superficial velocity in the bed while maintaining

a constant wall region void fraction, or both, would increase the dif-

ference between the void fractions in the two regions and hence enhance

the solid flow circulation in the bed.

Limits of the Model

The results of the two-region model bed calculations suggest that

the solid flow circulation inside a freely bubbling fluidized bed can

be enhanced by one or a combination of the following factors inside the

bed: 1) increasing the gas fluidizing velocity; 2) increasing the dif-
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ference between the void fractions in the two regions of the bed; and

3) increasing the width of the descending wall layers. However, all

of these factors are limited to a certain range, depending on the

fluidized bed system, beyond which the bed no longer operates as a

freely bubbling fluidized bed. As the gas fluidizing velocity, in a

given fluidized bed system operating in the slow bubble regime, is

increased beyond a certain value the bed would undergo a transition

from the slow bubble fluidization regime into the exploding bubble

regime and for sufficiently high velocity into the turbulent regime

(see reference 34) for which the assumptions of the two-region model

would no longer hold. On the other hand, increasing the thickness of

the wall region is limited by the fact that the solid flow characteris-

tics in this region are influenced by the bubble flow in the region,

or more accurately by the lack of it, and hence by the amount of gas

flowing through the region (see references 7, 17, 19, and 32). Thus,

increasing this parameter in the bed at a given gas superficial veloci-

ty means increasing the amount of gas flowing in the middle (bubbling)

section of the bed, which would eventually lead to channeling of the

gas through the bed and poor gas-solid contact (see reference 26).

The two-region solid circulation model therefore suggests that

optimum solid circulation inside a freely bubbling fluidized bed system

can be obtained by operating the bed at the highest allowable gas

velocity for that particular system and at the highest values of L1

and e
2
/E

1
that would still give uniform fluidization in the bed system

without gas channeling and defluidization of the wall region.
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E. COMPARISON BETWEEN MODEL PREDICTIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The qualitative agreement between the model predictions for the

gross solid circulation flow inside a freely bubbling fluidized bed with

the experimental observations of this flow behavior was shown in the

last section. However, in order to make a conclusive test on the model

predictions for the solid mass fluxes in the bed against those obtained

experimentally, the actual values of the physical parameters pl and L
1

of the bed have to be known. Unfortunately, direct physical measurements

of these parameters are practically impossible to make in the bed.

Another method of testing the validity of the predictions of the pro-

posed model is to fit it to experimental data of the local solid mass

fluxes in the bed, and thus find the best estimate of the parameters

p
1

and L
1
of the model that would minimize the difference between the

model predictions and the experimental data at the various locations in

the bed. However, because of the nonlinearity of the model, this pro-

cedure requires data on the local solid mass fluxes at more vertical lo-

cations inside the bed than what is available from the experiments of

this study. Another factor that adds to the complications of the quanti-

tative testing of the model with this study's experimental data is the

presence of the tube array in the bed - a factor which is not accounted

for in the model. The tube array could be considered here to act as a

low pressure drop distributor for both the gas and solid phases of the

bed, and hence should not have much influence on the gross solid circu-

lation inside the bed. However, the horizontal orientation of this tube

array inside the bed creates a difference between the wall-layer local

solid mass fluxes at any two walls perpendicular to each other in the
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bed. This effect makes it inaccurate to calculate the local solid mass

fluxes in the wall region of the model bed from this study's experimental

measurements of the local solid mass fluxes at two parallel walls.

Nevertheless, the model predictions for the vertical solid mass fluxes

in the bubbling region of the bed show a reasonable agreement with the

experimental measurements of these mass fluxes at the two fluidizing

velocities used in this study. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show a comparison

between the theoretical predictions and the experimental measurements

of these mass fluxes in the bubbling region for the low and high gas

velocities used, respectively. Without specifying optimum values for

the physical parameters in the bed for each fluidization condition, these

figures show that the model predictions for the solid mass fluxes in the

bed are of the same order of magnitude as the experimental measurements.

These comparisons, however, are not adequate to fully verify the model.

More data under more controlled and suitable conditions inside the bed

are still needed to establish the relationships between the physical

parameters of the model and size and hydrodynamic conditions of the bed.

At the onset of this investigation, very little was known about the

solid flow behavior inside a large-particle fluidized bed. Useful data

on the subject were scarce and not adequate to guide the experimental

program of the study. Thus, the experimental program was designed to

meet general goals. The global goal was to gather basic data on the

solid movement inside a large-particle bed that could be used to map

and characterize this movement, and hence to better understand the

basic phenomena that take place in fluidized beds of large particles.

The theoretical model derived here was later conceived and based on the

information gathered on the gross solid circulation inside the bed.
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Although the model is not fully verified here, it should set the "stage",

and provide guidance for further studies and more specific experiments

on the solid movements inside fluidized beds. Recommendations for basic

designs of further experiments are given in the next chapter.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Understanding the characteristics of the solid movement and gross

circulation inside a fluidized bed is important to the design and

operation of a fluidized bed reactor. This solid flow behavior has a

very significant effect on the performance of a fluidized bed coal com-

bustor. It is critically important to have a nearly uniform combustion

throughout the bed. Gross fuel-rich and fuel-lean regions must be

avoided. They would lead to lower fuel efficiency, decreased sulfur

retention, difficult erosion problems, and possibly combustion in the

free board above the bed with a sufficient temperature rise to melt or

sinter the ash produced by the coal.

Previous studies on solid movement inside fluidized beds were

hampered, in great part, by inadequate instrumentation and methods of

solid flow measurements. A review of the various methods and instrumen-

tation used in previous studies, along with the still unanswered questions

on the scale-up of results obtained from small beds to large beds was

given in Chapter I.

A major contribution of this work to the study of solid movements

inside fluidized beds is the development of new instrumentation that

overcomes the limitations and uncertainty of previous studies. The new

instrument is capable of measuring local solid mass fluxes in two dimen-

sions inside a bed consisting entirely of magnetic solid particles. The

bed material should not impose any limitations on future studies on

solids movement inside fluidized beds, since magnetic solid particles

of different sizes and densities are commercially available or can be

easily fabricated to suit the needs of the particular study. Chapter II
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gave the basic principles and development of the magnetic solid parti-

cle mass flow meter. The basic principles of the instrument can also

be implemented in different application of magnetic solid mass flow

measurements, such as measurements of solid mass flow in vertical pipes

and downcomers, and the calibration of mechanical or magnetic solid

flow control valves such as studied by Levenspiel, et al. (39). Coil

designs similar to those used on the initial tests on the magnetic solid

particles mass flow meter (Figure 2.9) are suitable for such applications.

Chapter III described the fluidized bed test facility used to ob-

tain data on solid movement inside a tube - filled fluidized bed with

atmospheric air as the fluidizing gas. Fourteen probes such as described

in Chapter II were located in various locations inside a bed (18 in. x

18 in. in cross-section). The bed was scaled down from the Babcock and

Wilcox 6 ft. x 6 ft. fluidized bed combustor using the scaling criteria

described by Scharff, et al. (6).

Chapter IV presented the experimental results on solid mass flow

measurements inside a freely bubbling fluidized bed operating in the slow

bubble regime. Two gas superficial velocities were used (3.25 and 4.5

ft./sec.). The experimental results suggest the following conclusions

about the solid flow behavior inside a freely bubbling fluidized bed:

a) Solid particles follow a preferred track of gross circulation

such that the net solid motion in the middle bubbling region

of the bed is in the upward direction while adjacent to the

bed walls the net solid flow is in the downward direction.

b) The net lateral particle motion is not significant in the

bubbling middle region of the bed. However, solid particles
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flowing in the wall region undergo a significant net lateral

displacement towards the middle region of the bed as the

bottom of the bed is approached.

c) Increasing the gas superficial velocity in the bed results in

an increase in the net vertical mass flow of the solid in the

bubbling region and the net lateral mass flow in the wall

region.

d) Significant lateral particle motion near a solid feed port at

the bottom of the bed can be induced by an uneven gas velocity

distribution inside the bed. More bubbles form where more gas

is supplied, and the lateral motion is induced by the buoyancy

force created by the uneven voidage distribution inside the

bed.

In Chapter V, a theoretical model for the gross solid circulation

observed in freely bubbling fluidized beds was proposed. The model was

derived from basic material and momentum balance analyses of the net

solid circulation flow inside the bed. At this stage, the model's main

value is in giving a qualitative picture of this solid flow behavior.

Its quantitative predictions could not be fully tested with the experi-

mental data of this study. This requires data on a bed in which the

solids movement in the wall layers is not affected by the bed internal

tube array.

To minimize the difference in local solid mass fluxes at two perpen-

dicular walls inside the bed, solid mass flow measurements should be

made in a bed without an internal tube array. Thus, one instrumented

tube (probe) should be used to measure local solid mass fluxes at three

or more vertical locations close to one of the bed walls. Similar
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measurements should be made in the middle bubbling region of the bed.

Local solid mass fluxes in the wall region of the two-region model bed

can be extrapolated from such data with minimum error.

This study was conducted on one size scaled bed. Further similar

studies are necessary to test the scaling criteria and to establish

the relationship between bed size and wall layer thickness before the

solid circulation patterns in industrial-scale units can be predicted.
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APPENDIX A

Schematic Drawing of the Electronic Instrumentation of the

Magnetic Solid Particle Mass Flow Meter

Figure A.1 shows a detailed schematic drawing of the electronic

circuits of the magnetic solid particle mass flow meter. One of two

identical channels used for the experimental measurements in the bed is

shown. Each channel consists of a WRITE coil drive circuit and a READ

coil signal-amplification circuit. Both channels, however, were con-

trolled by the same time control circuit.
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APPENDIX B

Histogram Plots of Raw Data

Figures B.1, B.2, B.3 and B.4 show frequency histogram plots con-

structed from the raw data of the first, second, third, and fourth

experiment respectively. Such representation of the data facilitates

comparison between the behavior of local solid mass flux inside the bed

under different fluidization conditions. Furthermore, it provides an

additional tool to compare the hydrodynamic behavior of two different

size beds.
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Figure B (continued)
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Figure B.1. (continued)
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Figure B.1. (continued)
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Figure B.1. (continued)
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Figure B.1. (continued)
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(continued)
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Figure B.1. (continued)
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Figure B.1. (continued)
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Figure B.2. Frequency histogram plots for the data of the
second experiment.
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Figure B.2. (continued)
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Figure B.2. (continued)
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Figure B.2. (continued)
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Figure B.2. (continued)
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Figure B.2. (continued)
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Figure B.2. (continued)
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Figure B.2. (continued)
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Figure B.2. (continued)
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Figure B.3. Frequency histogram plots for the data of the

third experiment.
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Figure B.3. (continued)
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Figure B.3. (continued)
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Figure B.3 (continued)
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Figure B.4. Frequency histogram plots for the data of the

fourth experiment.
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Figure B.4. (continued)
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Figure B.4. (continued)
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APPENDIX C

Numerical Solution for System of Differential Equations in the

Two-Region Model Bed

The system of ordinary differential equations in the two-region

model bed was solved using the Runge Kutta Fifth and Sixth Order Method.*

Since the system of equations have split boundary conditions, an inter-

val halving shooting method was used to determine the missing initial

conditions on V
ly

and V
2y

. Details of the method algorithm can be

found in reference (40). Figure C.1 shows the Fortran code encompassing

the above algorithms.

*Subroutine DVERK of the International Mathematical and Statistical
Libraries was used. The subroutine is based on this method of
finding approximations to the solutions of a system of first order
O.D.E., with initial conditions. For details of the algorithm
of the subroutine see reference (36).



PROGRAM nOOLL't INVNI , OU IPLI I , 1APE5. INPUT , AVE s,,Oul ro ,

REAL 0161,,./1,C1241,U(6.v),10UL,YEND
1N1EGLN 0.110,NO,ItE
CommON/VAcr XL;012,ROAV,RUI,R02,GRAV
COmmouiVAL2/ N,NU,IND,IER,IoL
EXTERNAL FUNC1,000

C MICA PARAMETERS i00 DVERK

0 =6

NU-6

Y=0.

YEMD,V.

C CRIER SYSILM FIXED CUNSIANis

ROS,58/.055

EPST=.S6
GRAV=32.04

C LNIEN SYSTEM CHANGING PARAMETERS

1.

U0I1EI6,100/

RLAD(5,*fx1.1,EPSAV,VILOU,V1111GH
011.R01$0111

C CALCULATE THE REST OF THE SYSTEM ARAALTERS 0121.002*Vi2)

C GI31v(3:

XL2=I-XLI:SONI1XL1**249.11/2. G(41.0441

NOAV=ROS*11.-EPSAV) G151rR0140(51

ROI.RUS*(1.-EPS11 0(6)=00210461

11O2=1ROAV*(XLI4XL21-ROI*XL11/XL2 6I71=0(5)'6161

C C

C CALL THE SHOOTING ROUTINE HALF 10 CALCULATE V(1) Al C 0011E THE MASS Runs Al LACN (CND ON 11101NAL 8 1APE2

C THE TOP OF THE REP.
UNI1116,110111,10(11,1=1,71

CALL NALF1VILOU,VINIGH,FUNCI.VANS,.001,111,1,1040 UN11112,11011,10111,1.1,?1

If(IND.LI.O.uP.IE0.01.060 10 10 5 CONTINUE

IVIIEEN.61.1)00 10 10 00 TO 10

C 6 CONTINUE

C CALCULATE TNL INITIAL CONDITIONS OF THE 6 PDF. EN. W0ITEI6,1201IND,IEN

C 10 CONTINUE

VIII=VANS 100 FORNAW ENTER XLI,EPSAV,VILOU,V1HIGH :'1

V(2) =-R014XL140(11/IN02*xL2) 110 FO0AAfti1v.2,2x,1IF10.4,2Xlf

VI31.2116.0 120 FORmAII" LREUR FROM 10000; SOURCE: MAIN PROGRAM', //,

0141.2116.0 15X,' 110.',134

VI51.01:AV*XL21.1NOAV-R021/1R014(01114012111 STOP

V(61=GRAVAXL1f(ROAV-kOl) /(NO2*(011140(21)! ENO

C CAlcULAIL (HE INIIIAL LON0111ON5 IN 110115 Ut mAss FLUX

Of 1 /4.01011f

G(21.0020121
Lik31=043)

Of41=1)(41

6151=R01-00)5/

6(61-,KUD1I61
6(?1,0151 +6161

UPIIE F9E INITIA1 CoNvITIONS IN 1LHms Of MASS FLU:{

0011116,1101100111,1=1,/f
0110(2,11011,1G(1),I=1,7)

C

C SOLVE THE SYSTEm OF ODE'S USING DOM Al EACH (ENV
C

IND,i

DO 5 J=1,71

YEND>YEND10.02
CALL DVENKIN,FIN,Y,V,YEND,TOL,IND,C,NO,U,IER1

IF1IND.1.1.0.0k.ILR.61.011i0 ID 6

C

C OBTAIN :ISS FLUXES AI TING INTIM VELOCITIES Al VEND
C

Figure C.1. Fortran code for calculation procedure of the system of Eqs.
(5-8) to (5-13).



SUMOVIIME fUNCI(VIAIO,V1.11)

HEAL 016),0241.wk60),TooLohlo
INIEbVE N,W,NO.IER
COrinuti/Vf'd_ xi.1.42.ENAV,RUI ,02,ur.:AV

COMOOVUAL2/H,O14,1H10,1114,FOL

EX1ERNAL FEN

100=1

1=0.

YENU=1.42
011)=VIATO

0(21=-R014XLI4v111/11402s7(12,

V(3)=2116.0
V(4)=2116.0
015)=GRAV=XL2*114oAV-R021/1R0140.1(1)01121))
V(6)=GRAvt)(LitIROAV.R011/1R02=10(1) 40(+2111

CALL PvLRK100.1N,1,V,YENo,101,I11P,C,No,0,1E14 ;
IF(TN1I.LI.O.OR.IEE.G1.0)60 TO 10

VIA11=0111

RETURN

vklIE(6,100)1NO,IER

100 FORMAT(' ERROR FROM DUERR; SONCE: FUNCI',//,5x,

1' INP=,(3,1,, 1CR=',131

RE TORN

LNEJ

511014001114E 1CNIN,Y,V,VPRInEr

COMMON ./VALI/XII,XL2,NVAV,001,k02,6RAV
REAL viN),VPRINE(H),PRiEST

INTEGER N
DRIEST=ABS(ocz=XL24012)/TROI101511)
OrRldE( I)=-1R0210(611R010115))/(Roi*XL11
VPRIMET21=1R02t0161rE0141511/1R02+XL21
VPRIM1(3)=(2.4kU21/( 6)=011)4P014015)*V(1)rk024016)40(2»

lIlLIFRUIFORAV
VPRInE(4)=12.*R01415101(2)+ROI*VO,Vti1fl10210(2)4111611

1/XL2400210100
IF(ORTE51.LL.0.001160 10 11

VPRIME(5)=11,1024016)4(01510,461) -0(3)0/14))/IR014XLIFV(1»

VPRIdE(6)=-IROIFV(5)r0(510,(61)4011) 0(411/(R024xL2TV(2))

MORN
11 CONTINUE

OFR10E15)=015)

VP14INE(6)=-Vi5)

RETURN
[NO

SUBROUTINE HALFTX1,xz,FONC,XANS,01,SomAX,1010,1CRFJ

SUFRODIFOE ffOLIL TOIL LOCAL itRO 10O321140 Of A

fUNCIIHD HI MILRVAI HALO11)13.

lilt A10(161015 110111 fOt 001.10111)16 PttiNIIION.

At LOVER BOUND OF FUNCTION

12 Offtk WON Of HIVLAION
FUOC DAM, U roaciluo '3.10F00i1R1 iLxisk0Ac lo MAIN VRU(NAM)

ADOL(A,t) 114E AMMO VALUE t AI A

AANS fINAl VALUE 14110111111

XmAX NAA115141 NuPER OF 11E1011016

EPS STOPPING CRItERION FOR CONVERGENCE AS 0050101E 0RAC1100

LHANGE IN X ON IN FUNt. LOGII/LPS) 15 APPRUAINAIELT 111E

C NOmPER 01 516NIFILAUF MAMA.

C EPS SHOULD BE GREATER THAN ix.: Am12**NNAX)

C 110(1 SELECTS PRiNI 11E10110N (0011111 10 6)

0 NO FR1011O0
1'141141 LVLEV WU) 11LHAII011

11RR ERROR RE110NE11 on COmPLETIUN Or CALL

CALL SUCCESSFOLL

2 FUNCTION VALUES AT CRP POINTS ARE NOT OF

C 01105111 516N F1x1101X21.01.0.0

3 VIP 1101 CONVERGE IN NmAx IILRAIIONS

C NO 15 001101 DEVICE

NU=6

C Fri114 ANTI XMIN ARE 114E PUIN15 %MERE CONVERGENCE

C CHECK SulitNES FROM RELATIVE 10 ABSOLoIC

Fm10=1.01-4
XmIN=1.00-4
ICNT=0

IFLO=ION1

411110.11.0)1FLU=2.0mAx
A=xl

B=12

CALL fUNCIA,101

CALL FIMANJUI
If1111R1.01.01 URIEL(110,r30) ICAI,A,FA,N,F0

C CHECK END POINTS FOR OFFOSIIE 310))
IF(F00FILLE.0.0) GO 10 5

1E00=2

RETURN
5 PO 25 11141=1,NmAX

C 0(41011 FOR U014VERUEOCE

10=0A
ir(UN.LI.TAIN) Fo=1.0
I1lA85(110-)1) 4(4).Li1.LF51 GO 10 10

AN=A



IFIAN.ET.p110/ AN=1.0

lroic,,F(A-0//AN1.61.CT,S) 60 10 10

00 Tu Jo

C CATCULAIE nIDTUIN1 AND lq.C1A1

10 C,(011!!2.04
LAIL FUNt(C,FC)
If(fATIC.61.0.01 60 TO 20

FS=VC

60 1U 24

20 fA=FC

A=C

24 1FINOPTICN1,If161.E0.010R110140,15111101,A,TA,P,TB

25 cuoilNuL

XANS,FAFY//2.0

IFF1010.61.010011CFN0,1521NMAX
ILNIF=3

RETURN

30 XAN5=(AFB) /2.0

IC1=1C01-1

11-41061.61.0.ANO.NOMICIOIL61.NE.0111011EFN0,15111CI,A,FA,0,10
1166'-.1

RETURN

150 fORMAT1320 PRINIIN6 FNUA SUBROUTINE HALF ,/
2 60 IIER,A,211x1,107.,51-1fM101X,20X2,10X,5111 Wili,1:04.4ci;.4)

151 F01:0 AI11A,14,4L14.41

152 FORnA1(21N 11111 NOT CONVENUE IN 114,120 FIENATTUN5 1

ENO


